2017 Quality Forum Feedback

Summary of General Evaluation

Qualitative Feedback
General Feedback - E-mailed
 Thank you for the opportunity that afforded me to interact with colleagues on this
important matter and for the very thoughtful corporate gifts to speakers. SAAIR will
certainly be in my thoughts on a daily basis from now on. Please convey my thanks
to other colleagues at SAAIR and to your NWU colleagues who assisted in
organising the event.
 I wish to thank you for affording us an opportunity to present at your event.
 Jannie, it is very thoughtful of you to send us a letter of recognition. I really
appreciate it and good luck with SAAIR - the association is doing incredibly good
work.
 It was a pleasure working with you on a well organised and successful event.
 Jannie, thank you to you and your team for a great forum.
 Appreciation that I could attend and participate in this forum.
 Thank you for a nice (lekker) forum, Jannie!
 Many thanks for the excellent sessions yesterday. They were most useful.
 I want to thank you for the opportunity to participate. The topics discussed were
extremely relevant and the timing could not have been better! I found the discussions
robust and will most definitely take back a number of lessons, ideas and
recommendations back to Wits.

General feedback in Questionnaire
 Can we please have updated electronic copies of all presentations
 Venue – Problems with the data projector. Also the screen is flickering.
 Fair representation of wider community including universities in the Cape may
present a fair picture and equal opportunity. Good Forum, good
representation and excellent presentations by speakers.

































The workshop should have also looked at the competiveness of the SLP’s
compared to online programmes + open university. There was not really
enough time to engage, it was more of presenting results or processes that a
discussion of current issues surrounding SLP’s
Excellent, learned so much. Valuable. Please do it again.
Timing of Forum – Good. Arrangements – Well done! Communication –
Exceptionally Good! Keep on with this good work SAAIR.
Catering: Too much Halaal food. Please next time have a Halaal station and
cater for other people also. Thank you
Excellent
Presentations were satisfactory from all the presenters. All were well prepared
for the two days. Distribution of documentation should be circulated to all
universities. I can be very much happy if all these presentations can be
forwarded…those who attended this quality forum. Well done colleagues.
There is no turning back.
Communication very well done. Arrangements well coordinated. Presenters
well selected. Thank you! Well done!
Well organised. Thank you SAAIR! (and Jannie)
Thanks Jannie!
Keep up the good work.
Well organised. Job well done Jannie. Thank you
Arrangements excellent. Thanks Jannie!
Well-arranged Jannie. Thanks!
A good, well organised forum. The cost was slightly high for the content
received from the presenters. However, overall good job. A CEP/SLP
collective forum is required to be established urgently.
Jannie thanks well done!!
Well arranged. Congratulations to SAAIR. Jannie job well done! You can be
proud.
Very worthwhile consolidation of the workshop. Very important. Thank you
Day 2 had little to no value for me. Felt like a sales pitch. I am no closer to a
solution with regards to where SLP’s are going. Credit bearing or levels. The
private institutions were not really addressed. Day 1 was very informative.
Thank you
We need electronic copies not hard copies Printed!
May be too much
Jannie did a very good job of communication in advance of the forum
Expensive
We could not hear all the speakers.
Value for money. Really informative, “opportunity” forum. Perfect group of
individuals for advise and networking
Day 1 had 1 session before tea + 3 sessions after tea and before lunch.2
sessions before tea and 2 sessions after would have been more comfortable
especially as the sessions before lunch ran over time
Perfect venue selection

